Health Review Bot
Due to the stigma associated with mental health, many individuals go
undiagnosed and therefore don’t have access to the resources to improve
their mental wellbeing. Further, it's difficult to track patient wellbeing over time.

We turned this problem into an
opportunity
The team developed Health Review Bot (HeRB) to foster early intervention for mental
health illnesses through pre-consultation screenings in the GP waiting room.
HeRB is a chatbot based on the Depression Anxiety Stress Scale (DASS) that
provides GPs with an up-to-date measure of a patient's mental health status.
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CHANGEMAKERS
OF QUT

Partners

Impacts and Outcomes
Social

Financial

Shifts focus from disjointed
treatment to wholesome patient
outlook

SuPreme research study - $360 to
inititially fund the program for 1500
patients over 3 years

Fosters trust between patients
and GP's

Predicted $4,800 p/a for GP's and
additional income for aged care,
research and back to work services.

Human
8 at risk patients identified
Empowers patients to care
about their wellbeing
Facilitates education and
understanding of mental health

Looking Forward
HeRB is currently in negotiations for $100k in funding, a research study with eHealth Queensland
and discussions to gain national accreditation with GP governing bodies.
In addition, we have a three year contract with the SuPreme study to provide maintenance and staff
training at $40 per month.

3 projects
2,314+ hours
20 team members
724 people impacted
$9,745 revenue generated
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The Unknown Project

Only 78% of indigenous Australians meet the national minimum Year 3 literacy
standards, compared to 95% of non-indigenous Australians. Moreover, only 60%
of Australians are proud and aware of indigenous art and culture.

Families from asylum seeker and refugee backgrounds lack access to
school resources and opportunities, exacerbated by the divisive debate on
the global refugee issue.

We turned this problem into an
opportunity

We turned this problem into an
opportunity

Best Foot Forward (BFF) engages local Indigenous artists to design socks and
wearable accessories with stories from the Dreamtime, thereby creating an avenue to
create conversation around Indigenous art and culture.
Proceeds from sales support those artists whilst also assisting Best Foot
Forward’s partners to lower the literacy gap in indigenous communities.

The Unknown Project challenges these perceptions through a
'blind date with a book.'
The Unknown Project has expanded to funding resources and employability skills
workshops for refugees to further bridge this gap give them the chance at a 'fair go.'

Partners

Partners

Maurice Woodley (Artist) | Jo Stuurman (Artist)

Kirawee Indigenous Corporation | Indigenous Literacy Foundation

Impacts and Outcomes

Physical

Financial

Natural

Additional sales
channels for
Indigenous artists

$4,335 in sales over
past financial year

Environmentally
certified cotton
materials

$1,300 allocated
to ILF

Impacts and Outcomes

Social

Human

Empowerment of
Indigenous artists

Literacy
development for
Indigenous children

Australian designed
and manufactured
Active discussion of
Indigenous culture

$867 allocated to
KIC

Looking Forward
Best Foot Forward’s objective is to raise $15,000 by the end of Financial Year 2018. By July
2019, Best Foot Forward will have developed its partnerships to have a stronger involvement
in literacy development that exceeds the provision (generation) of proceeds.

Social

Financial

Addressed stigma and
stereotypes surrounding
refugees

Generated $2,050 in
revenue

Fostering an inclusive
community where
everyone can participate

$3,000 generated through
development workshops
Over 1000 books donated
and 500 sold

Human

Empowers refugees to
achieve potential in
Australia
Facilitated access to
educational resources
and technology

Physical
Delivered 6 workshops
for 16 people
Donated 20 Microsoft
Surface Tablets
Provided over 30 school
resource packs

Looking Forward
The Unknown Project's next step is to build a reliable volunteer base to upscale our impact.
In 2018, we will expand our programs with support from local Brisbane high schools.

